# Open Source – Intelligence & Evidence Gathering

**Aim**

As our world becomes more and more technology based, so should our investigations. If you realise this then you'll know that there's a wealth of information that can be accessed directly from your desktop, and without jumping through the usual hoops.

Come on this course to learn to get the best out of the internet. Find out about where to go to get information, how to use the internet effectively and who to ask if you need more. You'll wonder how you ever managed without it.

**Prerequisites**

None

**Outcomes**

Know the general background and basic principles surrounding the internet

- A history of the internet
- How the internet works
- Internet Service providers

Make enquiries to identify different users and service providers on the internet

- Identifying and contacting ISPs
- Email tracking
- Email aliases

Understand how the law impacts on the internet, and investigation and the information that can be gathered

- Public record and protected data
- Collection and storage of data
- Using internet information as evidence
- RIPA and social networks
- Using your SPOC (Single Point Of Contact)

Know what information is potentially available, what sources of information to use and the best ways to investigate

- Tracing individuals
- Using Facebook (social networking)
- Effective Searching
- The boolean theory search
- Secure certificates
- Practical exercise

**Book this course now:**

**Cost**

Price Code A

**To book this event**

ITS Training (UK) Ltd, Highfield Hse, Bishop Norton Rd, Glentham, Lincs. LN8 2EU
Tel: 08454 300 262
e-mail: bookings@its-training-uk.com